Socio-Economics: A New Department?
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~n interesting intermediary step toward such a department is to initially
form a socioeconomics gzvup, composed of interested members of those
already on the faculty of several departments, possibly in conjunction
with some visiton or non-tenure a p
pointments. The group would up a
curriculum in socio-economics, teach
the courses, formulate the requirements for the degrees, and grant a
Ph.D. in the area. After an agreed time
of say five years, if the program is intellectually successful and sufficient
numbers of students are attracted to it,
and the graduates ofthe program are
placed, the group might be elevated
to full department status. (A considerable demand for sociwconomia
seems to exist in corporations, government agencies, and profeJsional
schools, for reasons explained shorliy):
Another important possibility is the
development of a socio-economk
program in conjunction with business
schools and schools of management
or policy. AU these schools are in need
of interstitial programs, because they
deal with economic behavior within
the real world, in which economic,
psychological. social and political factors are intertwined. As a result these
scholars cannot rely on a discipline
that focuses only on one subset of factors. For the same reason corporations and government agencies have
shown a growing interest in more
broadly trained economists, whether
they are called applied (who often
draw into their models non-economic
variables). policy oriented, or socioeconomists.
Other forms of institutionalization
can surely be devised The main question is if the time is ripe for some innovative graduate schools to explore
the merits of the new interstitial disci:
phne by providing one form or
another of institutional support for i t
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